




dealt 
with that 

situation 

in an 
instant. 

At that moment, 

T was overwhelmed— 



I was mesmerized by her presence. 



That's what! 
everyone 

here 

calls me. 

Twas just 

drunk of f 

rather 

rare for 
volunteers 
to come to 

this region, 
so that's 

only natural 

This is 
my first time 
volunteering 

overseas, and... 
it's been 

far tougher 
than 

I expected, 



I'm 

not here 
to help 
others. 

You're 

Doctor. 

|/ You've been 
| here in 

a country far 
from home 
for years, 
just to help 

others. / 

T've been here 

just a few days 
and already 

want to 

go home. 

The reason 
I'm here is 

far less 
honorable. 



Perhaps 
it's because 
T haven't 

spoken in 
my first 
language 

in some time, 
but I feel 
like talking 
further. 

Will you 
keep me 
company? 

After all, 
the night 
has only 
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introduced 

her. 



How can 
you still 

stand there 
with 

that smile 
on your, face?! 



SQUEEZE 

To lose 

| their parents 
at such 

a young age... 
The girl is 

still a child. 

All my older} 
brother 

ever did 
was give 

things up 
for me. 



Is that 

With really 

the money cays 
left by 

your father, 
land if you sell) 

the house 
and use your 

You realize’ 

how young 
your sister 
is, right? 
One of 

your relatives 
an take her— 

so I wasn't 
considering 

moving 
on past 

high school 

Once 
Thave, 

T won't go 
to college. 

T'll find a job 
so that 
we can 

get by 

T'll 
leave the 

inheritance 
and money 
from the 
house for 
my sister. 



My 

sister is 
all the 
family 
T have 

left! 



Sounds 
just like 

him. 

oa ok 
exert [ig'zart] v. 

munable... | devote [dr'vaot] v. 
| sacrifice |'seekrofats] n. v. 

Ever since \ 
our parents 
had died in 
an accident, 
my brother's 

entire life 

And then, he finally found his own happiness. 







Those were 
things 

I couldn't 
possibly 
tell him. 

to remain 

his darling 
ittle sister. 

That we 
were lovers, MI 

that we 

slept 

together 
countless 

times... 

ended up 
marrying 

him. 

this point, 

want to ask, 



No matter 
what happens, 
I want you 

and my brother 







\ 
\ [Don't worry. 

I can love 
the people 
you love. 



After all, 
we're family, 
aren't we? 

And I don't think she was the only one who had that something... 
unhinge... inside them 

By the time I realized, it was already far too late. 
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That's 

something 

irreplaceable 
for you, 
right? 

Then 

it's also 
precious 

to me. 





I found 

out that she 

The moment 

y thought of 
FE \ me when 

] making love 
+o my brother... 

The relief I felt made me 
want to throw up. 



Not sure 

a boy or 
agirl yet, 
though. 

will look 
just like 

you. 



We're 
talking 
about 

the child 
you're 

ee ‘ having with 
—. my brother. ° 

\ So why are 
So BS you looking 

tremble... S at me? 

Who is it that you want the child to look like? 



That child 

is yours 
and my 

brother's— 





You're 

twisted. 

hurt?! 

loud noise 
just now? 



fe ...\ a ey Zi She may be 
A your sister- \) 

in-law, 
but I know 
you were 
friends 

beforehand,, 
And 

while 
friends Py 

might fight |) 
sometimes. 

TEN 
We're 

a family now.¥ 
We can work 
things out 

You've 

only ever 
taken care 

of me, 
right? Always 

giving, giving, 
giving... 

Even when you 
didn't want to. 

That must 

have been 
really hard 

mA at times. 



That's 
not true. 

We're 

family, 
after all. 



Then just
 

let me 

have her... 
She was mine 

to begin 
with. 

/¥ 

2 whispe
r 

I'm sorry 

for being 

aselfish 

AWN 

RK 

SK 

\ 

Wu 

These 
¥ 

thoughts
 

: K
S ‘

S lheep filin
g ay 

this rate, 
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Doing this work, 
T can forget about 

all of it. 





We're 
a family 

Should 
T have given 

into 

my desires? 
Betrayed and fs 

Should destroyed 
Thave been everything? § 
protecting 
some sort 

of ideal? 
No matter 
how much 

thrown 
into this 

dilemma, 

T just 

chose to 
run away. 



I don't 

know 

where 
I'm going 

I'm 
just 

wandering. 

7 I'm just 
S/ acoward 
PA who couldn't 

decide 
what to do 

with 
herself. 

You think 
too highly 

of me. 



It's gotten 
quite late. 
You're 

returning 
home 

tomorrow, 

right? 
We should 





Doctor? 

She's not 
here 

‘anymore. 

Um, 

is the Doctor 
around? 

T was hoping 
to say 

goodbye... 

camp is far 
more 

dangerous 
than here... 

Yesterday 

was her 
last day 

at this camp. 
She left for 

another earlier 

the medics 

are being 
attacked 

now. 



search for 
the Doctor's 
name, along 

with that NPO| 
T wonder 

what'll 

come up.. 



ime, rushed to hospital 

The victim's younger sister, ***** (** years old), 
who lived with them, is currently part of a foreign NPO 

as a volunteer doctor. For this reason, 
she is considered unrelated to the case. 



Jo one will ever know 
what : 

nor why. 

: me 

ay 



The 
insane 

The one one. 
who 
drove 
them 
insane. 

In the end, 
I couldn't figure out 

who was who. 

And I thought to myself, 
"Maybe it's better that way." 



One shouldn't go near a swamp 
which has no bottom, 
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Afterword 

Hello, to new and old readers alike. My name is irua, and I would like to thank you for your purchase of this book. 
I imagine that a significant number of readers will have reached the end of this book and be wondering, 
“What did she want to say?” And that's more than fine. After all, if you don’t understand, it's better that way. 

The main character here is a complete stranger, only knowing what the "Doctor" told her, 
and what she read in those articles. 
Not only that, but she has no way of knowing if the Doctor told the whole truth about her past. 
Furthermore, as readers, we don't know who the suspect or victim is in the articles. 
The things that the characters know and don't know do not line up. 
There is no one character who perfectly fits the mold of a given role. 
And yet, they each try to fit into the role of a “family.” Each person's concept of family is different, as well. 
They are all wanderers—strangers—who seek the answers to things that they themselves remain uncertain of. 

I wrote this story with the thought, “This kind of story would be even better if it was about two women... 
I want to see that, so I guess I'll draw it!” 
That's usually how it goes—°No one's made this, guess it's gotta be me!" 
The era may have changed from Heisei to Reiwa, but I remain unchanged. 
The emotions exchanged between two women are some of the strongest, and I love that. 
Yuri has yet to bore me. As if it ever could! 

A slight change of topic, but if same-sex marriage were to be legalized, 
the setting of this story would become a thing of the past. I'd really like for that to happen soon. 
.-Then again, even if it were legalized, 
I bet she (the ex-girlfriend cum sister-in-law) would do something similar. 

It feels as though I've only been writing really serious stories since the change in the era, 
so I'd like to write a cheerful, straightforward story next. 

Maybe a story about how a songstress of long ago ends up dating a modern idol girl. 
An age difference of at least 24 years would be good. 
That's one of my preferences, and you'll never take it away from me! 
Or maybe some sort of love comedy between a new girl joining a foreign trade company 
and a higher up person in that same company. 
These kinds of delusions come to mind all the time, 
but putting them on paper isn't quite as easy. 
That said, I'll do my best to draw something before the end of this year. 

I'm still going at my own pace (as usual), and will continue to do so. 
See you next time! 

2019/08/11 
Special thanks to Siokyabetsu and MMM37 for their proofreading and everything else. 
Thank you! Wuv you # 


